
The following is based on an alternative timeline after the First Battle at Hoover Dam, when the NCR 

created new established settlements to produce the numbers needed to build an economy in the 

Mojave, and a pool of new recruits to join the NCR in defending the Hoover Dam from Caesars 

Legion. If you haven’t read Bonnie Springs Settlement Mode the full story, I’d advise reading that first 

before continuing reading this, as the plot references events in relation to this narrative story. 

This story is tied with a separate PDF tracking the gang’s journey across the Mojave, which you will 

be able to see how far they’ve travelled and what events took place. Using my fan made Map 

Campaign rules for Fallout Wasteland Warfare to play an engaging campaign and narrative driven 

story. 

Hidden Valley Bunker, Brotherhood of Steel Mojave Chapter base of operation 

21st October, 2278 

 

Knight Casey stood before her superior, Elder McNamara, to await her fate for her squad, or what 

was her squad, failed attempt at retrieving an ancient weapon of mass destruction from the 

uncivilized groups of the NCR and an unknown organized military opposition. Though the mission 

failed, along with her squad leader, Paladin Reginald, was KIA as well as everyone but her. However, 

Casey managed to dismantle the weapons function as a last resort to ensure no one could abuse 

such technology ever again. She failed both to stop the weapon from being fired and for her 

tampering of such rare weaponry that could be taken back and observed by Scribes. 

The Elder was quiet in contemplation sitting in his seat of power within the heart of the bunker, as 

he prepared to make his final judgment on Knight Casey’s fate. He knew Casey for many years as he 

was her late father’s friend and soldier at arms. They fought many battles against the abominable 

mutants, crazed chem induced raiders, strain of surviving Enclave groups and the misguided 

tampering of the NCR.  

Then there was Helios One… 

To even think of the name sends a chill down the Elders spine as he recalls the great massacre of 

Knights, Scribes and Paladins who fought to delay the New California Republics push into the solar 

powered pre-war facility. Fathers, Mothers, sons and daughters of the Brotherhood of Steel were 

sacrificed that day to ensure that the then Elder of the Mojave Chapter, Elijah, could retrieve or 

activate the secrets of Helios One. Elijah was a cold, calculating old man who wouldn’t even consider 

thanking those who gave their lives for his mad fantasies of finding this ‘thing’ he was searching for. 

He never would after that dreadful event… 

From the retreat no one knew the fate of Elder Elijah. He was probably dead or out in the Wasteland 

as a deranged mad man in the desert. When Paladin McNamara was given the mantle as Elder of the 

Mojave Chapter, he soon took further action to ensure no compromises by putting the Hidden Valley 

Bunker into lockdown. Only small patrols, high risk elite operations and observation missions were 

allowed, much else was forbidden until it was safe to once again show force in the Mojave 

wasteland. 

Elder McNamar snapped back into reality from his fixation on Helios One. Here and now, he had to 

make a choice for the knight before him that he wished he never had to make. What would Casey’s 

father, Guren, would say about this whole dilemma? Shame? Loss? Injustice? Whatever the Elder 

decides, he had to come to terms with the fact that he must ensure the brotherhoods survival in 

times of hardship. 



“Based on your actions, Knight Casey, and the outcome of this failed mission to retrieve a dangerous 

artillery weapon that was abused by the outsiders. I declare you an exile within immediate effect.” 

Knight Casey took a deep breath. An exile is worser than death for a member of the Brotherhood of 

Steel, for an exile may never return to any Brotherhood of Steel territory.  

You could lie to join a faraway BoS settlement by saying that you’re a lone knight from a decimated 

chapter of the order, but the guilt associated with being branded an exile would ingrain into anyone 

who were raised into the order as an oath bound pledge.  

Before Knight Casey could utter a word, Elder McNamara continued “However, as the last member 

of your squad who managed to prevent any further abuse of power from anyone using the weapon, 

by carrying the idents of your slain squad members and carrying the judgment on your shoulders for 

this failure. I grant you an opportunity to gain back your place within this bunker. You must take on a 

redemption quest to gather intel across the Mojave wasteland and collect any artifacts of 

importance to return to the Hidden Bunker”. 

A redemption quest was a suicidal quest that would make you an exile for the duration of the 

mission. If you can survive retrieving all the listed objectives and return to base, then you are 

granted your rights to return to your life as a member of the chapter. Knight Casey knew only a few 

tales similar to a redemption quest that allowed only a few outsiders to undertake a task to join the 

order. Not many survived the challenge, a few would rarely even boast such tales of passing the 

trials. 

“Will you accept this one and only offer?” said the Elder, his gaze fixated on Casey’s eyes, still 

judging on the Knights choice. 

Knight Casey took a few moments to decide what fate she will choose to go down. An exile who can 

live among the savages making the most of her life adapting to a new way of life for better or worse, 

or choose the death sentence and undertake the great trials to reclaim her right to be a member of 

the order. 

Casey looked at her superior without hatred or malice as she spoke to him “I will take on the 

redemption quest and reclaim my place beside my brothers and sisters once more”. 

The Elder chuckled for the first time during their exchange. “Your very much like your father, I think 

if he were here, he’d rather take on the redemption quest than a life of a filthy savage. Guren 

could’ve been a Paladin by now if he were still alive today…” the Elder felt a sadness of those words 

reminiscing the loss of his old friend. Knight Casey felt a deep pain at hearing her father’s name. He 

died in her arms that day at Helios One in the bloody sands of Brotherhood and NCR dead bodies. A 

bullet penetrated Guren’s right eye during the retreat from their bitter defeat. She had to carry his 

body away with the help of a fellow knight and scribe as they hauled a corpse in T-45 suit of Power 

Armour. Fellow brothers and sisters stood in line to stop the NCR advance so their slain brother 

could make it back to base to earn his final rest.  

The armour that Knight Casey wore is that of her late fathers T-45 Power Armour. It’s the only thing 

she has left to remind her of Guren. 

Elder Elijah. That man deserves neither redemption nor an exile. The lives he wasted and the loss of 

many loyal members of the order like that of her father and friends, can only be balanced with the 

greatest shame and punishment… 

 



The Formation of Squad Labradorite 

The redemption quest would not be a solo operation, for Elder McNamara would create a squad 

consisting of individuals marked for exile. Led by Knight Casey, Squad Labradorite will be sent out 

into the wasteland equipped with the basics to begin the long trek.  

The squad consisted of:  

Knight Casey- Recently exiled for failing a priority objective to secure a dangerous artillery weapon 

that decimated Bonnie Springs. Knight of the order, she is the highest-ranking personnel of the 

squad. 

Scout Wells- After nearly killing a member of the order due to a disagreement that resulted in the 

near death of Scout Harrison, Wells was assigned to join squad Labradorite as punishment for his 

actions.  

Scout Falk- Not much is known about Falk’s case for exile. Though it is known that Falk was 

descended from the bloodline of one of the soldiers who fought beside the great Maxson. 

Scribe Welton- Marked for exile due to his tech heresy ideals as a student of Elder Elijah, Welton 

regards his ways a betterment of the Brotherhoods survival. There are rumors that he wants Elder 

McNamara out as Elder, and wishes for a Paladin of Elijah’s ideals to take over as the new Elder of 

the Mojave Chapter. The Elder probably heard these rumors and decided to get rid of a potential 

usurper in the ranks. 

 

The mission was as followed: To 

investigate designated locations 

(marked with a purple triangle) within 

the Mojave wasteland and gather intel 

and artefacts that could prove useful to 

the Brotherhoods ongoing mission to 

reclaim any and all technology for 

preservation and restriction to the 

outsiders. The squad may take refuge 

in secret bunkers and resupply at stop 

locations, but they cannot join any 

other chapters and gain benefits that 

the order bestows on its members. New 

members can be enlisted to help the 

squad but are exempt from the exile 

status and can leave if they must. 

Under any circumstances, this mission 

is classified. Any knowledge shared 

with others outside the order will be 

marked as excommunicate traitorous 

and will be hunted down and killed by the 

orders assassins. 

 

 

 

 

Marked location mission operations: 

• Observation of Super Mutant activity near Black 

Mountain 

• Reclaim technology located near Devil’s Throat 

• Observe Caesars Legion near Cottonwood Cove 

• Locate a hidden Bunker near Primm 

• Find out what happened to Paladin Tyler and his 

squad 



The squad took its last steps out of the base and up the stairs towards the surface world. This may 

very well be their last time within the sacred halls of the Hidden Valley Bunker.  

 

Scribe Mary’s notes, 22nd October 2278. 

 

Operation 1: Observation of the Super Mutant activity  

 

Out into the Mojave wasteland [22nd October 2278/22:15pm] 

The squad took a long trek out of the artificial dust storm that obscured the Hidden Bunker. Knight 

Casey took lead on the journey past the hills through the desert as the others followed behind her. 

Little communication was made during this time as to avoid being spotted; lest they give the Hidden 

Valley Bunkers location away.. 

 

Estimated time is roughly 8 hours and 2 minutes journey time from the bunker to Black Mountain 

(24.5 miles), not including breaks, repairs, encounters or any other distractions for the journey.  

Once the squad reached the derelict highway, they 

decided to find a good rest stop just a mile from view after 

over a four-hour journey [1:23am]. Whilst they took some 

time to rest, Scribe Welton decided to have a chat with 

Knight Casey to get to know her better as a fellow team 

member and to gauge her views on the situation. 

However, Knight Casey knew who Welton was and his 

association with the disgraced Elder Elijah, she only 

partially accepted considered him as a squad member. His 

tech heresy ideals of using technology to better the 

wasteland and inventing new technology that’s safe for 

wastelander use treaded the line of execution. However, 

Welton was a smart man and knew just when to shut up 

and get to work. Though not always. 

She told Welton her opinions to cut the necessity of pretending and putting up with his moralistic 

ideals. The Brotherhood restricts the savages and its own within the brotherhood of using advanced 

technology to create another great disaster. Sure, the brotherhood uses power armour, advanced 

weapons, robots and even airships like the Midwest Chapter within its arsenal of technological 

superiority. But these aren’t given freely just because you swore oaths and wear the badge. You 

must prove yourself to your superiors that you are worthy to use such rare and antiquated 

technologies not as invaders or to use them for personal grudges. You must enforce and take away 

potential crisis before the corrupt can abuse such weapons. Even if such technology can save a 

wastelanders life. As the saying goes “A savages life saved today may become a problem tomorrow”.  

Though Scribe Welton disagreed. A life saved today by technology may better the future of those 

who may wish to help you build a better and safer future without another Great War. The pre-war 

world was riven with corruption, lies and abuse of technology as witnessed by the late first Maxson. 

The Brotherhood of Steel could be more than just technology hoarders and backward thinking 

traditionalists, why not change now and better the wasteland? 

Knight Casey would then reply with eyes that of a hunter barely retaining their habit to strike 

potential rivals. 



“This is exactly why you’re with me in this squad of exiles. Your ideals endanger the order with your 

dangerous ideology. Remember this well, Welton. My gun will aim for your head faster than an NCR 

Veteran Rangers sniper rifle shot if you try anything that could compromise this mission. The Elder 

only kept you alive so your skills could be used for good use. You’re not beyond execution”. 

The two scout members of the squad looked at Welton and Casey as the conversation turned ugly. 

Already it would seem that disagreement and clashes of ideals could jeopardies the mission. Wells 

eyed on the Scribe as a potential target, though Falk just sat there cleaning his gear. 

Welton stared at Casey for some time before he backed off and gave up the argument. He knew he 

lost the debate with a warped minded individual. The journey ahead is more of a propriety than a 

childish bickering of logic and facts that will never be settled, for now. 

The Warband arrives [23rd October 2278/8:34am] 

The journey from the highway and the long trek from the foot of Black Mountain was much more 

taxing than originally planned, as only the Eyebot and Knight Casey could travel the ascending route 

without issue. Scribe Welton, Scout Falk and Scout Wells on the other hand had a difficult time 

keeping up with Casey and her insistence on reaching the target location on time. However, the 

eight-hour goal was just too impossible to achieve at the rate they were going. 

By the time they were nearly at the location, it was 8:34am, as the sun was rising casting light down 

onto the Mojave wasteland. A stealth op was clearly not going to work. 

As the team nearly reached their first marked location, they were attacked by a band of Super 

Mutants led by a Brute named Skraltor. He is the second in command of the warband known as the 

Frakks, a small but reputable sub faction known for its hit and run tactics raiding NCR settlements in 

the dawn. It’s leader, Master Henriksen, is a first gen Super Mutant who has pledged his support for 

the deranged Nightkin overlord of Black Mountain, Tabitha. His goal is to gain the grace within 

Tabitha’s ranks in order to gain the privilege and control to build his own warband. 

Though the second gen are known to be stupider than the first gen, they can be just as lethal and 

stronger due to their primal instincts as a less sophisticated but equally more brutal mindset. 

Tabitha, despite her very sanity edging towards complete madness, is not to be laughed at. 

Henrikson knows all too well that to displease her or insult her will result in a savage punishment by 

her loyal Nightkin guards. Better to appease her and sway her favor in the long game for the goal of 

greater power. 

Skraltor was leading his followers down the mountain when he caught sight of light down below 

him. He soon realized it was not a light but a reflection of Knight Casey’s power armour glinting in 

the sun rise. As soon as he saw the Knight, he ordered a charging action towards the trespassers. 

“Leave the shiny bugger to me!” said Skraltor, as he went charging into battle. 

The battle was a simple but brutal affair as the firefight begun. Both BoS Scouts were shot, but only a 

minor injury to the leg and arm. They would return the favor as they caused lethal laser fire into the 

grunts, some even getting on fire!  

Bizarrely, a Gun Runner had been busy stealthily salvaging some loot to take back to the factory 

when he saw the firefight, and decided he could get a good deal if he persuaded the BoS to help him 

if they helped them as a favor. Unfortunately, Skraltor got to him first and threatened his life if he 

didn’t give the Brute something useful. In fear, the Gun Runner gave Skraltor a repair kit. The Brute 



complemented the puny man for his charity and wished him luck, which made the Gun Runner 

wonder if he was dreaming or the Brute was actually a well-mannered bully. 

During battle, Knight Casey would slay two mutants to her tally as she shot dead a grunt and collided 

with one in close combat. Slaying that grunt with a well-aimed shot of her Combat Rifle, she was 

then face to face with Skraltor in a contested leadership close combat battle. 

Meanwhile, Welton and his Eyebot were dealing with a grunt, though the Eyebot made short work 

of incinerating the abomination. Scribe Welton took his time to search for scrap or useful items to 

take for himself. To his surprise, he found a Honeycomb snack! 

By the end, Skraltor was wounded and alone as his warriors were all slain. So, he decided to flee 

whilst he can recuperate and hunt down the trespassers, much to Master Henriksen’s 

disappointment.  

As for Knight Casey and her Redemption Quest squad of exiles, only two Scouts were knocked out. 

Though Scribe Welton assured her that they can be patched for half an hour of rest. As for Casey, 

her power armour suffered some damage from the Brutes sledgehammer blows, but she can fix her 

armour with some minor repairs. 

Now all they needed to do was get their mission done and leave Black Mountain before the mutants 

could capture them. 

Observe and destroy [23rd October 2278/8:55am] 

The plan was to simply observe the Super Mutants at a safe vantage point and to see if there are any 

potential points of weakness for a potential high risk raiding operation. Before the fully restored and 

combat ready team could attempt their observation operation, Master Henriksen surrounded them 

as he arrived with his mutant warriors. The Master was too jolly for his own good as he belittled the 

Brotherhood of Steel about the proper days when “The Master” kept all the Super Mutants in line as 

a force not to be reckoned with. He then barked his orders to his soldiers to attack the enemy as he 

stopped his reminiscing of the olden days of “real warfare”. 

The exiled squad took position to defend their territory around an old power pump engine, for which 

to defend and ensure they can at least hold out to survive and make a few more observations before 

reinforcements would arrive. 

Henriksen, Skraltor and a grunt came charging in to combat as they pinned the Squad Labradorite 

into a corner for a merciless close combat. They dealt some serious damage to the Scouts, Welton 

and his Eybot and Knight Casey, with nail boards, Sledgehammer and a Huge Club. However, with 

sheer luck, Scribe Welton shot the Brute, Skraltor, with a precision shot of his Laser pistol. This 

caused some burning damage to the Brute as he was halfway killed in combat. However, the Brute 

would inflict some damage back on the Scribe, alerting the Eyebot to intervene. It was smashed 

down for its trespassing on the Brutes intended target.  

Skraltor made sure to silence Welton as he smashed the Scribe on the head and knocked him cold, 

but not dead. 

Meanwhile, Scouts Falk and Wells made sure to take down two Super Mutants. Then Falk was 

decimated into a bloody pulp from the swing of the Masters long arcing Huge Club swing, he was 

collateral damage from the Masters target on Knight Casey.   



As for Casey, she would take much of the brute force damage from the hysterical Master, as his lust 

for warfare consumed him as he swung of the Huge Club. He smashed her left and right as the T-45 

power armour started to break apart. Soon the Master made one last strike that flew Knight Casey 

into a flip of great force. She fell on her front side in a crash of steel and earth. The Master loomed 

over her with a smug of victory and resisted the urge to end her life before him. “Ah warrior of steel, 

I have enjoyed our match this day and thank you dearly for your trespassing here. You have greatly 

aided my efforts to my kin to becoming a well-deserved and devoted servant of Tabitha. I thank you. 

Now I will do you a favor and have my kin escort you back down the mountain away from our 

sanctuary. Once you find recovery by the nearby 188 post, come and fight me again when you have 

the chance” gloated Henriksen as he picked her up by the iron collar and stared at her in the eye 

with a primal intellect. “But do not mistake my charity for amnesty, our war goes on, and soon you 

will bore me and I will end your life. Farewell, Knight”. Casey lost consciousness and darkness 

consumed her. 

[???] 

When Knight Casey finally was awake, she 

was at the foot of Black Mountain on the 

opposite side. She saw a wounded Scribe 

Welton recovering from his wounds, and 

Scout Wells still unconscious in a made-

up bed. Their first mission was a complete 

failure and a disgrace to the Brotherhood. 

The team were ill equipped to deal with 

the situation, which resulted in the death 

of Scout Falk.  

Welton saw Casey was awake and went 

to her and sat down beside her like an old 

friend taking care of a fellow soldier. He 

said with some effort in his lungs “Now you see my point about our ways being the death of us?” 

Casey turned her head and spoke roughly “Welton, do me a favor…”. The Scribe was pleased to see 

her alive. “Yes?” replied Welton as he half expected Casey to finally see sense in the situation the 

Brotherhood is now facing. “Shut up, and tell Elijah to put a stick of dynamite up his ass” said Casey 

as she started to fall back into sleep. 

Welton chuckled at that statement… 

Towards Trading Post 188 [24th October 2278/9:05am] 

As the team got some rest it was apparent to Casey now that they were hiding out in an unoccupied 

cave. As it turns out, Master Henriksen told Scout Wells, the last remaining squad member conscious 

and alive that he would escort them to a cave to take refuge and recover for the night before taking 

a trip to 188 Trading Post. When Wells informed Knight Casey of this she was perplexed by the 

whole situation. Why would a Super Mutant Master let most of the squad live and take them to 

safety? Surely his Overlord would want fresh meat or scrap as a tribute for the failed trespassing 

mission? Scribe Welton shared his views on the matter. “I believe the Master is not only bored of his 

duty as chief security officer; he also wants a nemesis to prove his worth to this “Tabitha” mutant. If 

what you two have said is true, then I can say for certainty that he is trying to gain the advantage of 

his Overlords praise”. 



“But we’ve all heard of Tabitha from the radio frequency from Black Mountain, she’s not sane in the 

head for a mutant, and that’s saying something”. Said Knight Casey as she remembered some 

commotion from the Hidden Valley Bunker about an insane radio channel from a mutant. Welton 

replied back with “For a second gen mutant she is mad, a Nightkin more so. But remember, their 

insanity drives them much boldly towards greater feats than their smarter kin. For a second gen 

Nightkin to become the Overlord of the tribe is a serious threat to anyone within the territory 

around Black Mountain. That Master we faced in battle is powerful even for a well-trained squad like 

us, but he must be lesser compared to Tabitha if he is her servant”. 

Scout Wells joined the conversation “He said to give you this once you were well enough to stand”. 

Wells gave Knight Casey a Rusty Knuckle gear. It appears to have been a cobbled together weapon 

welding blades on a T-51 power armour left fist. The story goes that the Master gave it to Wells as a 

gift to Casey, before he left with his last remaining grunt. “Why give me this?” asked Casey 

confusingly. Then she remembered her humiliating defeat as the Master lectured to her in his 

gloating victory. “Remembered something?” asked Welton, though he guessed that Casey had 

already deduced the answer to her question. 

Trading Post 188 [24th October 2278/13:14am] 

The problem became apparent when the squad realized that the NCR were posted here as a 

protection guardpost against Legion skirmishing attacks. This would prove more challenging now 

that the team were wounded, broken and ill-equipped to deal with a shootout. Knight Casey had to 

come up with a plan, until Scribe Welton intervened. “What if I go in with my civilian gear? I can 

easily bypass that NCR patrol guards and get the supply’s we need to get us through to another stop 

that isn’t NCR controlled”. Knight Casey and Scout Wells looked at each other for a second. “You 

may go,” said Casey. “You sure? Isn’t Wellton a bit of a nut case to be let loose freely?” said Scout 

Wells, unusually concerned for such a bloody killer himself. 

“Since when does a kin murderer think he’s not a nut case?” said Wellton. Wells stared at him 

menacingly “The bastard deserved what he got, as you should too if you’re not carefully…”. 

“Enough!” barked Casey. “Let him do his job, and if he does go out of line, you may kill him to your 

discretion, Scout”. Wells smiled at that and eased back his anger.  

Trading Post 188 [24th October 2278/13:49] 

Some time had passed as Knight Casey and Scout Wells waited for Scribe Welton to barter some 

supplies. Then they saw Welton along with a hooded stranger hauling assortment of gear and were 

heading towards Casey and Wells. Welton looked very pleased with his findings and was very excited 

to introduce his new friend to the team. 

“Before you shoot me, no, this isn’t a savage. Remember Scribe Veronica? I found her near the stall 

whilst I was purchasing supplies and immediately recognized her!” he gestured Veronica to come 

closer. “Wait, you recognize her because she looks like a desert monk begging for money, or the 

power fist she wears? To be honest, the hood gives it away” joked Wells sarcastically, his mood only 

improved slightly. 

Knight Casey narrowed her eyes on Welton and judging him as she felt something wasn’t right. “Why 

is she here and not with her squad?”. “Ah, well, she said she was gathering supplies to take back to 

base and…” said Welton until Casey interrupted his enthusiastic talk. “She’s an exile. Elijah’s own 

inner circle member and a disgrace to the order”. Welton looked hurt by her harsh tone “You’re an 

exile too, remember? All of us are exiles. We need to make the most of our squad by growing our 



numbers and fulfilling the mission. Veronica is one of the best Scribes under the tutelage of Elder, I 

mean, the previous Elder Elijah. We need all the help we can get; I’m not going to jeopardize our 

mission due to your ignorance of our dwindling numbers”.  

Welton then walked right up to Knight Casey and came within an arm’s length between them. “Your 

threats to me some time ago have some merit of reason. However, I’m not going to pretend that we 

are equals. Our views are vastly different from how we should carry out our orders. I know you hate 

me and Veronica because of our association with Elijah, the loss of your father has made you fixated 

on hating one man who tried his best to accomplish his goal at Helios One. You are my superior 

officer, but that doesn’t mean I will not stand my ground if you choose to fail this mission because 

your pride and traditions have clouded your tactical decision making. Don’t take this as an insult, I 

just want to state my position on the matter”. 

Knight Casey took a few minutes consider her choice. Wells looked like he may finally shoot the 

Scribe now. With one swipe Knight Casey punched Welton across the face with her fist, if only her 

power armour was repaired could she really fling him across the desert. Welton was shocked from 

the raw pain on the left side of his face as he tried to numb the pain. 

Then he saw a gun pointed at his head, Casey’s Combat rifle was loaded and ready to blow his brains 

out. Her face was fury incarnate. 

“So, you told her our mission? Do you realize now that we are in deep shit with the order? No, 

you’re the one who has become too prideful!”. 

Then Veronica at last intervened to stop the argument before it escalated in a bloody murder. 

“Welton didn’t tell your mission, he said it was a secret that only those trusted can know. He said 

you needed help with a Super Mutant problem that was interfering with your mission. He asked me 

if I could help you with this task only”. 

Then Scout Wells had his say “The Elder will not order an assassination hit on us. Veronica is still a 

member of the order as an outside agent of sorts, so I overheard from a conversation from the 

Elder. In all honesty, as much as I despise Welton, he has a point. Besides, if they betray us, then by 

all means let me kill them”. 

 Knight Casey lowered her gun only slightly, her finger hovering over the trigger. 

“Even if you helped us, you’re an exile, I can’t allow you to join us” said Casey, as she started to 

doubt her actions. “So long as I don’t know your mission and I help the order in some way, then it 

may at least help me to show our brotherhood that I still want to help them,” said Veronica. 

Knight Casey breathed in frustration at this situation. Wells was edging for her to just kill both 

Veronica and Welton to end this matter. To end Welton would end her suffering. But she needed his 

help. 

“Alright, Veronica may join us on the condition that she is a volunteer to our mission. Do not under 

any circumstances hint at what our mission is or else I will end you”. “Or I might if you want the easy 

option” interrupted Wells. “Wells, shut your mouth, and ease off” warned Casey. “Just saying” joked 

Wells. 

Welton was relieved that his life was spared and he got up to dust himself down. “Thank goodness 

that’s over with, now we can work together to finally take down those abominations”. He suddenly 

felt a cold chill down his spine as Casey shook her head. “Because you lied to me about who veronica 

was, and how you mentioned my father in your unflattering speech, we are far from allies”. 



Black Mountain [24th October 2278/20:12pm] 

As the squad arrived at the same location where they were defeated days ago, they saw Henriksen 

along with a fresh resupply of warriors following him down the mountain towards them. He knew 

they would be back, and ordered the Nightkin to not attack the intruders but spy on them at a 

distance. He would personally see the Brotherhood scum be destroyed by his own hands. His last 

success was nothing but a bittersweet victory, Tabitha didn’t give him much dignity as she berated 

him for Rhonda not working. That blasted robot, back in his day Super Mutants didn’t need robots or 

puny humans as companions, it was an army of the green tide that marched upon the wastelands of 

the far west commanded by the greatest leader of mutant history, The Master. 

He missed those days when as a grunt he would help in the massacre of several settlements, and 

bring back fresh recruits to be reborn as Super Mutants. He was one of the horde and all was one 

with The Master. Too bad all that is gone now. 

He was the last of a few could organize anything remotely into an organized military force. His 

experience in his human days had made him excel quickly from a fresh grunt into a Brute Lieutenant. 

He sometimes wondered what was the pointing living anymore now that the first gen was a slowly 

dwindling species of Super Mutants. He longed for a day when a new Master could arise and create 

a new world as it should be. 

“Though the Enclave tried and failed to do that” mused Henriksen. 

Maybe the Masters last gift to his own creations was the freedom to decide for themselves where 

the Super Mutant race should go. To become tribes that decided their own customs and traditions 

to live by, or to dominate lands as mutant territories that will make a mark in the history yet to 

come.  

As the squad made it to the battlefield, Knight Casey saw Henriksen and prepared herself to face him 

in battle. “But my story is far from over, maybe I need to choose my own destiny and become that 

which we all wanted” Henriksen said as he ordered his men to prepare for onslaught. “I am the 

Master to these kinsmen, and they shall do as I command of them”. 

****  

Henriksen was nearly dead after a concentrated blast of firepower was concentrated on him. The 

nemesis Knight, Eyebot and Scout had chosen to ignore all targets apart from himself. Blood pooled 

from wounds cut deep into his flesh, weeping his life energy onto the dry desert ground. “Damn it!” 

shouted Henriksen as he tried to stand upright bearing the pain just a little longer. “Not like this, I 

won’t be denied my vindication!”. 

**** 

The Brotherhood had made greater progress in repelling the Super Mutants now that they are better 

equipped to deal with the firefight. However, Veronica was immediately unconscious in close 

combat against the Brute, Skraltor. He was quite disappointed with the fact that a fellow close 

combat specialist didn’t even land a hit on him. However, Scribe Welton would make sure to land 

some very lucky hits with his Super Sledge. You wouldn’t think a Scribe his build could even push the 

Brute back, let alone break a finger or two. Skraltor booted Welton down and knocked the Scribe 

out. 

Knight Casey would slay most of the Super Mutant grunts, then she came face to face with the 

severely wounded but very intimidating Master. 



“Enough! Face me in combat, so I can take your metal carcass to Tabitha to prove myself that I 

should be praised!!!” said Henriksen as he crossed blades with Casey. Despite his injuries from the 

concentrated gunfire earlier, Henriksen was still a dangerous advisory now that he can land his 

attacks close and personal. “Abominations like you aren’t worth the praise” grinned Casey as she 

belittled the Master, parrying blows with her Ripper blade with finesse. “I’m surprised your still 

standing after all that, but I won’t hesitate to punish you further. For Maxson!!!” 

Like an old tale of the knight who faced the dragon, both leaders of their respective factions fought 

with determination, skill and resolve to be the victor. Both represent the ongoing war between 

mankind in stagnation and new mankind evolved beyond its recognition. So long as the Super 

Mutants are around, the Brotherhood of Steel will never cease to purge mankind’s greatest horrors. 

Then, as Henriksen made his error of judgment, Knight Casey sliced her blade through his left arm in 

a bloody cleave of flesh and sinew. Henriksen cried in pain as Casey tore the arm through, and then 

proceeded to boot the Master in the midriff. He stumbled several feet and didn’t realize what was 

going to happen until it was too late. In a thunderous charge, Knight Casey took great pride as she 

slammed right into Henriksen as he fell off the edge and fell down a steep drop into his death. 

**** 

Knight Casey had only one grunt to deal with before the mission was complete. Though she needn’t 

worry as the mutant was savagely killed by a Radscorpion, which submerged from the earth at the 

weakened mutant with cunning malice and dragged it back down to feast. 

****  

The observation went ahead as Knight Casey and made the final notes on the advantages and 

disadvantages of the Super Mutant occupation of Black Mountain. Now that her first mission was 

complete, she could return to the Hidden Valley Bunker to deliver this intel. First, she needed to 

ensure her team were fit enough to travel back down the mountain. Many of them were wounded 

or knocked out from combat, and since they were still in mutant territory they needed to leave soon.  

Casey turned east to see Helios One in the distance as a spire standing tall casting an ominous 

shadow before the desert wasteland. Whilst it wasn’t a majestically bright edifice of old like New 

Vegas with the Lucky 38’s dominating glow, it still had the technical marvel and pre-war scientific 

power that could’ve potentially made New Vegas an easy target to destroy. Though the knowledge 

of its capabilities of such a weapon are lost to time. Elijah tried to harness its power, but he ran out 

of time and eventually lost his claim as a demigod of the Mojave. 

Casey wondered just how far Elijah would go if he had achieved his goal. Would he still be of the 

Brotherhood of Steel and tried to prevent the abuse of such technology, or turn on the order and 

establish his own empire? 

The old man was probably stuck in a bunker licking his wounds, living his days in the desert eating 

molerats and drinking irradiated water. Even if he found a way to earn his dignity back, no one in the 

Hidden Valley Bunker will ever forgive him for his crimes. 

She moved her gaze away from Helios One and returned to her squad to start the journey back 

downhill. 

 


